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THE RANGE:
The Talamex Silverline RIB is available in 4 different sizes , ranging from 270 cm till 350 cm. Of course, all with 

the quality you expect from Talamex .

TALAMEX SILVERLINE: strong and robust
You want sporty sailing and enjoying a highly manoeuvrable boat with excellent sailing characteristics ? The 

Silverline Talamex RIB is your boat!

Talamex Silverline Aluminium RIBs are manufactured from high grade 1100 decitex PVC fabric combined with 

a 3mm thick aluminum hull . The advantage of an aluminum hull in addition to the strength and stiffness of 

aluminum is also the low weight . This makes the boat very manouvrable , fast and manageable. All aluminum 

RIBs features a bowlocker and have a flat floor which have been finished with anti slip patches. The special 

powder coating ensures a high - quality appearance and makes the hull almost maintenance free. The boats 

are equipped with telescopic paddles and a pressure relief valve. All boats will be given a 2 year warranty. All 

Talamex boats are CE certified by the Dutch Marine Inspection so that they meet all European  requirements. 
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1 Strong ‘sharkfin’ rubbing strake

2 Stitched  high quality soft handles

3 Several towing rings and eyebolts

4 Bowlocker

5 High bow

6 Aluminum seat

7 Multi postion seat

8 Pressure relieve valve

9 3mm aluminum hull

10 Anti slip patches on the floor

11 High grade 1100 decitex fabric

12 Valve with indicators how to inflate

13 Luxury adjustable paddles

14 Space between the floors for a fuel line 

Fully equiped
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Order of inflation for 
valves

3 Airchambers with rings around 

the valves with indication in 

which order to inflate.

Towing eyes

On several positions strong 

towing/lifthing eyes.

Bowlocker

All RIBs are supplied with a 

bowlocker.

Aluminum seat with 
cushion

Aluminum seat which can be 

used in multiple positions. A 

cushion is included.

Floor with anti-slip 
patches

All RIBs are supplied with an 

flat inner floor with anti slip 

patches. 

Stepped hull

Stepped hull for maximum 

handling, also the hull is 

protected with rubbing strake 

on the bottom side.

Paddles

High quality Bravo telescopic 

paddles.

Pressure relief valve

Your boat is protected from 

damage by over pressure, 

thanks to the intelligent 

pressure relief valve.
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Strong and robust

The Talamex Aluminum RIBs are robust and 

strong but due to the aluminum hull yet very 

lightweight. The RIBs are distinguished by 

the excellent sailing characteristics.

All our RIBs are equipped with a bowlocker 

and a flat floor. RIBs are lightweight, durable 

and of high quality.

Boat type
Max. loading

(kg)
Max. engine in 

kW/HP
Recommended 

kW/HP Max. persons
Number of 

Air chambers Length (cm) Width (cm)
Tube 

diameter(cm)
Weight  incl. 
paddles (kg)

Silverline 270 370 7,4/10 6/8 4 3 270 163 42 45

Silverline 290 480 11,0/15 7,5/10 4 3 290 163 42 52

Silverline 310 570 11,0/15 7,5/10 5 3 310 163 42 60

Silverline 350 680 14,7/20 11,2/15 6 3 350 163 42 69

Talamex Silverline Alu RIB 270  290  310  350
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Boat type Total length (cm) Total width (cm) Inner dimensions hull length (cm) Inner dimensions hull width (cm) Transom

Silverline 270 270 163 187 79 shortshaft

Silverline 290 290 163 200 79 shortshaft

Silverline 310 310 163 220 79 shortshaft

Silverline 350 350 163 258 79 shortshaft

ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONS

TALAMEX SILVERLINE CONSOLE
Aluminium console, for Silverline models from 290cm. Comes without steering wheel and hub.

Width (cm) Height seat (cm) Depth seat (cm)

68 35 (without cushion) 35
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The complete range Talamex Inflatables consists of the following models.
Ask your dealer for more information or visit www.talamexinflatables.com

Greenline

Highline

Comfortline

   Aqualine

Talamex Marine Products by Lankhorst Taselaar - P.O. Box 502 - 8200 AM Lelystad - Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)320 27 46 11 - E-mail: sales@lankhorst-taselaar.nl - www.talamexinflatables.com
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